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Systems that are not dependable and insecure may be rejected by their users. For many systems
controlled by computer, the most important system property is the dependability of the system. For this
reason in this paper, we propose a complete approach for dependability analysis. The proposed
approach is based on optimization qualitative and quantitative for dependability analysis, qualitative
optimization is based on causality relations between the events deduced from Truth Table Method
combined with Karnaugh Table for deriving minimal feared states, quantitative optimization is based on
Reduced Markov Graph this graph is directly composed by a minimal feared state deduced from the
qualitative optimization, to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion in the number of states in the
Markov graph modelling. The representation of the Markov graph will be particularly interesting to
study dependability.
Povzetek: Razvita je inovativna metoda za kvalitativno in kvantitativno optimizacijo analize odvisnosti
programov.

1

Introduction

The migration from analogical to digital components in
the systems controlled by computer has increased the
complexity of the systems. In this modern system,
dependability is the most important aspect of system
quality, in order to guarantee their functional
behaviour[1]. Most of the critical failures are generated
by the interactions between the sub-systems,
implemented in different technologies, which is based on
the disciplines of mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering and information technology....Therefore, the
dependability analysis, one of the most important
problems for modern systems typically intelligent
systems such as system controlled by computers,
becomes extremely difficult. The systems having no
simple interconnections are called complex and hybrid
systems [2], [3], [4].
The dependability of a system reflects the user's
degree of trust in that system. Dependability covers the
related systems attributes of reliability, availability and
security. These are all inter-dependent [3], [5], [6].
Undependable systems may cause information loss with
a high consequent recovery cost [5]. The costs of system
failure may be very high if the failure leads to economic
losses or physical damage.

In the most current papers, the evaluation of
dependability methods (evaluation of reliability and
availability) are generally reserved for the simple
systems (series and parallel systems) or for the
components [1], [2], [5]. The dependability analysis is
conventionally modeled and analyzed using techniques
such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Reliability Block
Diagrams (RBD), consider for example the method of
reliability block diagram, is primarily directed towards
success analysis and does not deal effectively with
complex repair and maintenance strategies or general
availability analysis, is in general limited to nonrepairable systems. The analysis is limited to single
failures and is time-consuming [7].
Fault tree analysis is one of the most important logic
and probabilistic techniques used in system reliability
and safety assessment [2], [3]. FTA can be simply
described as an analytical technique, whereby an
undesired state of the system is specified (usually a state
that is critical from a safety or reliability standpoint), and
the system is then analyzed in the context of its
environment and operation to find all realistic ways in
which the undesired event (top event) can occur. FTA
has limitations with respect to reconfiguration or state-
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dependent behaviour of systems [7], so we can not
represent reconfiguration [8], [9], [10]. Finally, it is not
possible to take into account transient failures [4], [5],
[6], [7].
The discrete events methods analyses (automats,
Petri net) have their contribution in this field but the use
of accessibility graph is quickly confronted to the
problem of combinative explosion [4]. But, for the most
part of system controlled by computers, their components
are configured, where the interactions between the
components are defined by logical or physical links
which complicate the evaluation of the dependability of
these kinds of systems.
System controlled by computer performance
degradation is a stochastic process, Hence the need to use
more appropriate methods for modelling and analysis of
modern dynamic systems models such states transitions
[6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. These models include state
graphs (e.g. Markov graphs).
Markov graph models (MGM) have been used to
analyze computer networks [13], [14] and Programmable
Electronic Systems (PES) used in industry to protect and
control processes [14], [15].
Markov graph model represents the system in terms
of the system states and transitions between the states,
the representation will be particularly interesting to study
dependability, the designer has the ability to view all of
the operating modes (nominal and degraded) and the
feared states of the system studied, and all failure rates
(transitions) components, thereby improving the overall
understanding of the behavior and evolution of the
system in the presence of failures.
The aim of this work is to propose a dependability
evaluation of system controlled by computer using a new
approach based on optimization qualitative and
quantitative analysis. The qualitative analysis
optimization based on Truth Table method combined
with Karnaugh Table used for focus the search of failure
on the system study (or parts of the system) that are
interesting for dependability analysis, the objective is to
determine the causality events between nominal states,
degraded state and feared state for deriving Minimal
Feared State (MFS). Then we complement our study by a
quantitative analysis optimization based on the
construction of the Reduced Markov Graph (RMG), this
graph is directly constructed by a set of minimal feared
state deduced from the results of qualitative analysis.
The advantage of Markov graphs lies in their ability to
take into account the dependencies between components
and the possibility to obtain various measurements from
the same database modelling (Reliability, Availability,
security...).
Despite their conceptual simplicity and their ability
to overcome some shortcomings of the conventional
methods of dependability, Markov graph is quickly
confronted to the problem of combinative explosion in
the number of states if the system is complex [5], [15],
[16], [17], because the modelling process involves the
enumeration of all possible states and all transitions
between these states. To avoid the problem of
combinative explosion of the number of states in the
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Markov graph modelling, it is possible under certain
assumptions (Markov assumption) modelling with Truth
table (TT), combined with Karnaugh Table (KT), for
deriving minimal feared state (qualitative optimization)
and subsequently generates the Reduced Markov Graph
(quantitative optimization), which greatly facilitates the
modelling because it is more structured and more
compact. As the information associated with changes of
state is stochastic (transition rates), this approach is well
suited to describe the failure.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 present
the quantitative analysis by Markov graph model.
Section 3 contains detailed description of proposed
approach optimization. We use a case study to illustrate
the effectiveness of our approach, the results and
summary steps of our proposed approach are provided in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Quantitative analysis by Markov
Graph

This method permits the calculation of reliability or
availability of a repairable system or no with failure rates
to the constant values [15], [16], [17]. It gives a
representation of the causes of failures and their
combination that lead to a feared situation.
A Markov process can be represented graphically by
a state-of-transition model called a Markov graph. It is an
oriented graph composed by a vertices and oriented arcs
(lines),
- the vertices represent the states of the process,
- the oriented arcs (lines) connecting the evolution of
states. This arcs are labeled by a transition rate Tij (failure
rate: λ) from the state Si to the state Sj, or from the state
Sj to the state Si by a transition rate Tji (repair rate: μ), so
we can propose the folowing definition.

2.1

Definition (Markov Graph)

A Markov Graph (MG) is defined as a 5-tuple MG=(N,
S, Tij, λ, μ) where:
- N: is a finite number of states of MG,
- S = 2N: corresponds to all possible states
component of system (Sij: nominal state, feared state,
degraded state...),
- Tij: continuous transition rates (failure, repair…)
from Si state to Sj state.
 ,  : are the backward and forward transition rates,
respectively:
if an arc (line) leads from the operating state i to the
Tij

failure state j ( Si → S j ) is characterized by a constant
failure rate λij [1/time unit].
if an arc (line) leads from the failure state j to the
T ji

operating state i ( Si  S j ) is characterized by a constant
repair rate μji [1/time unit].
A Markov graph state (S), is represented by a circle
or oval, corresponds to a global system components state,
the components may move from the failed state to the
working state (Sj to Si) as well as moving from the
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working state to the failed state (Si to Sj). These possible
transitions ( ij ,  ji ) are represented by the transition
lines (or arc model) and arrows in the Markov Graph
from one to the other states (see Figure 1):

 ij
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Figure 1: Markov graph representation.
The Markov Graph above (Figure 1) may be
translated into a set of linear differential equations which
represent the time-dependent behaviour of the state
probabilities. These equations are given below.
An n state of Markov model leads to a system of n
coupled differential equations. Let P(t) be a vector that
gives the probability of being in each state at time t. the
system of differential equation describing the Markov
model is given by:
dPn ( t ) 
 dP1 ( t ) dP2 ( t )
 dt , dt ,..., dt  = A P1 ( t ), P2 ( t ),..., Pn ( t )



(1)

0
0
0

0
3

0

0
0
0

0
3

0

The vector that gives the probability of being in each
state at time t is (see equation 5):
•

P = A P

(5)

[A] is defined as the state transition matrix.
The solution of equation 5 is:

Or:
•

P = A P

(2)
•

Where P and P are n × 1 column verctors, [A] is
an n×n matrix (matrix of transition rates between states)
and n is the number states in the system. The solution of
equation 2 is given by equation 3:

P = e At  P( 0 )

(3)

At

Where e is an n×n matrix and P( 0 ) is the initial
probability vector describing the initial state of the
system. It can be used for system state probability
evaluation at the time t (transient analysis) or in the
steady state t→∞ (stationary analysis) [16].

2.2

Example 1

In order to illustrate how the Markov model equations
are developed, assume we have an example illustrated by
figure 2.
1

3

S3

S1

2
1

5

3
2

S4

S2

If we have chosen the method of state representation
of Markov processes to study the dependability of a
modern complex system, it is necessary to use complex
algorithms for calculate the parameters of dependability
(reliability, maintainability...) [13], [16], [17].
In this paper we have choose the Markov Graph
Model (MGM) to study the dependability systems. MGM
represent the logical behaviour of components of the
system study and should contain all possible states and
transitions for the state components. In the context of
dependability the representation of the Markov graph
will be particularly interesting to visualize all the
operating modes (nominal, degraded) and the failure
state of the system and all failure and repair rates
(transitions) of the components, which improves the
overall understanding and evolution of the system in the
presence of failures.
In the next part we have proposed an algorithm to
construct Markov Graph Model (MGM).

2.3

S5
4

P = e At  P( 0 )

S6

10

Figure 2: Markov Graph example.
The differential equation describing Markov Graph
example (see Figure 2) is given by:

An algorithm to construct MGM

Markov Graphs (MG) is the most frequently used type
model for dependability analysis. It can be used to
represent hardware, software and their combined
interactions in a single model to provide various
information. For example, a Markov graph can determine
the probability of a system being in a particular state at a
particular time and it can provide estimates for both
safety and reliability [14].
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The first step for building the Markov graphs is to
identify the different states (working or failed) that the
system can occupy (2N states). The next step is to
investigate how the system moves from one state to
another state, by the various transitions between the
states, these transitions represent the failure and the
repair rates for the various components.
For construct the Markov Graph we have proposed
the following algorithm.
Initialization:
Procedure Initialization:
Decompose the system into a component Ci;
Define the number of state components of the system N;
Define Markov Graph Elements (MGE) MGE=(N, Si, Tij,
λ, μ);
end procedure
Construction:
Procedure Construction:
for each Component Ci (i = 1 to N) do
create all states Si (2N state) of the system
(working, degraded, failed);
draw all possible transitions (T) represented by
the transition lines and arrows between states;
if the state of components are reparable
develop all transition failure rate and repair
rate for each components;
draw the transition lines from operating state i
to failure state j witch characterized by a
constant failure rate λij then
draw the transition lines from failure state j to
the operating state i witch characterized by a
constant repair rate μji
else
draw the transition lines from operating state i
to failure state j witch characterized by a
constant failure rate λij
end
end
end for
end procedure
The major drawback of Markov graph models is that
Markov diagrams for large systems are generally
exceedingly large and complicated and difficult to
construct. For example, the Markov graph associated to a
system with N redundant components (each with two
possible states: working and failed) can contain up to 2N
states. For example, if we assume a system has 11
elements, each of which has two states (good and failed),
the total number of possible states becomes 2N = 211 =
2048. We can see that the Markov Graphs for large
systems are generally exceedingly large and complicated
and difficult to construct [5], [6].
As the size of the Markov Graph increases if the
systems are complex such as intelligent systems, we need
use new approach to avoid the problem of combinatorial
explosion in the number of states in the Markov graph
modelling [16], [17], it is possible under certain
assumptions (Markov assumption) modeling with Truth
table method combined with Karnaugh table, to
determine the minimal cut sets (Minimal feared state)
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and subsequently generates the Reduced Markov Graph
(RMG), this permits simplifying the representation of
MG and reducing the combinatorial explosion of the
number states of the MG if the system is complex for
quantitative optimization.
The
proposed
approach
optimization
for
dependability analysis is developed in the next section.

3

Proposed approach optimization

3.1

Basic notation

In this section, we start with defining some basic
elements of our proposed approach for dependability
analysis.

3.1.1

Feared scenarios definition

A scenario can be defined as a beginning, an end and a
history which describes the evolution of a system. In
dependability and security study, a feared scenario leads
to a catastrophic or dangerous state called feared state.
The feared scenario describes how the system leaves
from a nominal behavior towards the behavior in case of
failure [4].
In this work the definition of a minimal feared
scenario is based on the concept of ‘Minimal Cut Sets’.

3.1.2

Minimal cut sets and minimal cut vectors

A cut set is a set of components of a system whose
simultaneous failure leads into the failure of the system
(if the system has been operational). A cut set is minimal,
if no component can be removed from it without losing
its status as a cut set [18], [19] [20]. A minimum cut sets
is a section containing no other cut.
Every (minimal) cut set can be represented by a state
vector. This state vector is known as (minimal) cut vector
[13], [15], [18], [19] [20].
The Minimal Cut Set (MCS) size is a qualitative
ranking of the causal combination, based on Boolean
logic [17].
The qualitative analysis proceeds by ‘Minimal Cut
Sets’ is used to optimize resources in assuring system
safety.
From the results of qualitative analysis (MCS) we
can calculate the occurrence probability of feared state
using probability technique (F (t)) [6]:
- Mechanical and hydraulic components are
characterized
by
a
Weibull
distribution,
 t −
− 
 

F (t ) = 1 − e







, where

 is the shape parameter,  is

the scale parameter and  is the location parameter.
- Electronic and sensor components are defined by
− t
an Exponential distribution, F (t ) = 1 − e , where  is
the failure rate.
- Software components can be characterized by,
 

− 
 t 
  +


F (t )= 1 − e

, where  is the solicitation rate, 

the execution rate and  the failure rate. These
parameters are evaluated by tests or simulations.
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3.2

Truth Table method and Minimal
Feared State

Based on the Boolean algebra, the Truth Table (TT)
method allows identifying all the states (operations and
failures) of the system based on binary behaviors [21].
The principle of this method consists of decomposing the
system and identifying the failure modes of the different
components, each component is characterized by an
operating state (1) or by a failure state (0). It is a good
tool to help understand the system functioning process
and we can pick out the minimal feared scenario and
expression for system reliability.
Establishing the TT of a system consists of analyzing
the effects of all the vectors of the states components and
determining all the malfunctions of the system. From this
table, it is easy to deduce the failure combinations and
failures leading to an undesirable event [21], [22], [23].
This optimizes system efficiency by minimizing the
number of operations that must be performed to
accomplish a given task.
Truth table is a picture of boxes 2N, where N is the
number of state components system. Each box represents
a combination of state components of the system. From
truth table we built the output function system state.
It is possible to convert Truth table to the Karnaugh table
which can also be directly translated into a Boolean
function [24], helps us simplify Boolean expressions of
system reliability, and to obtain the minimal feared
scenarios (minimal cut sets) for constructing the reduced
Markov graph, this allows to optimize the quantitative
analysis and to optimize dependability system.

3.3

Karnaugh Table

Karnaugh Table (KT) is a Truth table graph, which aids
for simplifying the output expressions of TT into a
minimal number of literals form (Minimal Cut Sets).
– Karnaugh Tables are really only good for manual
simplification of expressions.
– Compared to the algebraic method, the KT process
is a more orderly process requiring fewer steps and
always producing a minimum expression (Minimal Cut
Sets).
– KT can take on values 1 or 0, in the context of
dependability 1 represents the good states of system
functioning and 0 represent the failure states. Therefore
can be exploited to help simplification of expressions by
grouping together adjacent cases containing ones, thus
aids for generate the minimum number of feared states
(Minimal Cut Sets (MCS) or Minimal Feared Scenario
(MFS)) in the TT which will make the system to fail if
their failure occurs. To illustrate the use of TT combined
with KT to find the MFS we take the following example.

3.4

Example 2 to convert TT into KT for
deriving MFS

In Truth table (TT) or Karnaugh Table (KT) anytime you
have N components; you will have 2N possible
combinations and 2N cases.

Consider a system having 4 components (a, b, c and
d), at least two must work for the system to work.
If we list all combinations (2N=4 = 16 combinations)
of operational and failure states (in TT (Table 1.a) or KT
(Table 1.b), (1) represents the operational state and (0)
represents the failure state), we would have a table as
illustrated in Table 1. The cases ‘’SF’’ represent the State
Functioning (SF) of the system.
Truth table of system example is shown first (Table
1.a), the converted TT into KT is shown behind (Table
1.b).
a
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

b
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

c
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

d
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

Table 1.a: Truth Table.

ab
cd
00
01
11
10

00

01

11

10

0
0
1
0

0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1

Not simplified with adjacent
cases: represent the initial
state of TT: All_OK (all
components work).

Table 1.b: Karnaugh Table.

Table 1. Deriving MFS using TT and KT.
Karnaugh table representation (table 1.b) is
equivalent to the Truth table (Table 1.a), that is to say
that a line of TT corresponds to a square in the KT (see
Table 1).
In system example (Table 1), we illustrate the use of
KT (Table 1.b) for deriving the simplified output
expression associate to the TT (Table 1.a). The principle
of our proposed approach for deriving MFS from TT
combined with KT; the case contains “All components
work”, not simplified with adjacent cases.
On inspecting Table 1 (a, b), the simplified
expression (reduced to fewer terms) deduced from TT
combined with KT (by grouping together adjacent cases
containing ones), for system example is given by the
following expression (see equation 7):
MFS = abc + a bc d + ab cd + a cd + a b c + bcd + abcd (7)
Equation 7 represents the minimal cut sets or minimal
feared scenario of system example.
If it is necessary to calculate the reliability system
using MFS, we can use the probability technique form
[6], for calculate the reliability system from its original
form components, as shown in section 3.1.2.
So from the minimal feared scenario (equation 7),
we can write down the expression of system reliability
(equation 8) using probability of etch state of
components:
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R = Pa Pb (1 − Pc ) + (1 − Pa ) Pb (1 − Pc ) Pd + Pa (1 − Pb ) Pc (1 − Pd ) + (1 − Pa ) Pc Pd

3.5.2

The corresponding expression for calculate the
occurrence probability of feared scenario (unreliability
system F (t)) from equation 8, is given by equation 9:

Suppose we have a system having 3 components a,
b, c (n = 3) with two components to work for the system
to work. The structure function of the system example 3
is defined in Table 2. Witch “1” represents operational
state and “0” failure state.

+ (1 − Pa ) (1 − Pb ) Pc + Pb Pc (1 − Pd ) + Pa Pb Pc Pd .

F (t ) = 1 − R (t )

(8)

(9)

In order to illustrate the use of TT combined with KT
for construct Reduced Markov Graph (RMG) based on
MFS let us consider a very simple example in the next
section.

3.5

Construction of reduced Markov
Graph

In this part of paper we explain the construction of RMG
using TT method combined with KT.

3.5.1

Objectives

The objective of the qualitative optimization described
previously is to point out the minimal feared states based
on the causal events of TT combined with KT, for
analyze with precisely the causal events what makes the
system leave the normal behavior and goes to the feared
state; starting from the initial states ‘’all components
work (all_OK)’’ in TT (to begin the analyze) that contain
the necessary information to make the qualitative
analysis.
The main problem encountered when analyzing
critical scenarios by exploring the all states (2N) in the
TT if the system is complex, anytime if you have N
components, you will have 2N possible combinations,
and 2N cases. In order to avoid the explosion
combinatorial of states in TT we focus the search of the
feared state on the part of the system that are interesting
for dependability analysis, precisely is to make the Truth
Table of the part of the system that leads to the feared
state by exploring the all states that have a causal relation
with the occurrence of the feared state, then we convert
the TT to the KT for deriving MFS and then construct the
Reduced Markov Graph (RMG).
The concept of the proposed approach it will:
Focus the search of feared state on the parts of the
system (if the system is complex) that are interesting for
dependability analysis,
Define the TT of the parts (or define the TT of the
complete system if the system is not complex) of the
system functioning that are interesting for dependability
analysis, and establish the correspondence logical
expressions of each state function,
Convert TT to the KT, and the case contain “All
state working” in KT not simplified with adjacent cases
containing ones, for deriving MFS.
The following example should clarify the proposed
approach.

Illustration example 3

list of combinations
(operational and failure)
state (Ci=3) = 23 =8

a
1
0
1

b
1
1
0

c
1
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

State functioning (SF)
of system example 3

Ci
1
1
1

abc
a bc
ab c
ab c
abc
a bc
ab c
ab c

0 0 0

0
1
0
0
0

Table 2: Truth Table of system example 3.
Table 2 represent the TT of system example 3, the
system have 3 components, each of which have two
states (good and failed); the total number of possible list
of combinations states becomes 23 = 8. This all states are
presented in the TT illustrate by table 2, from this table a
direct Markov Graph of system example 3 is represent in
figure 3, corresponding at to all lists of combinations of
operational and failure state of components ((Ci=3)=23 =8).
λb

All_OK:

abc

a bc

λa

μa
μb

μb

ab c
λc

λc

λb

ab c

μc

μc

ab c

λa

ab c

λa
λc

abc

μa

λb

a bc

Figure 3: Converted TT to the Markov Graph.
MG of the system example 3 can be reduced using
the MFS deduced from the KT as shown in Table 3.
ab
All components
are failed

c
0
1

00

01

11

10

0
0

1
1

1
1

0
1

Represent the initial
state of TT: All_OK
Not simplified.
MFS = a bc + abc + ab c + abc
Table 3: MFS of system example 3 using KT.
So for deriving Minimal Feared Scenario (MFS)
using the KT (Table 3), the case represents all
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components of system example 3 works, not simplified
with adjacent cases containing ones. This case represents
the initial state of TT and Markov graph model.
If it is possible to generate the Minimal Feared
Scenario or Minimal Cut Vector (MCV) from TT of the
system study, it is not necessary to make the Table of
Karnaugh. What is necessary is that the Boolean
expression should be reduced to its minimal form (MFS),
and then draw the Reduced Markov Graph (RMG) from
MFS or MCV.
Now, as we have seen in the table 2 and 3, the
system example 3 has the following MFS (equation 10):
(10)
MFS = a bc + ab c + abc + ab c .
These minimal cut sets (or MFS) can be represented
by the following Minimal Cut Vectors (MCV): (0,1,1),
(1,0,1), (1,1,0), (1,1,1) (see Table 2 and 3).
The above MG (Figure 3) can be reduced to the one
show in figure 4, by using MFS or MCV as illustrated in
table 2 and 3, respectively.
μa

a bc
λa

λa
λb

All_OK

μb

abc

ab c

ab c

λc

μc
λc

λb

abc

Figure 4: Reduced Markov Graph of system example 3.
In this section we see that the Markov Graph (MG)
representation is very easy to construct if we use the TT
method. If the system study is complex, we focus the
search of feared state on the parts of the system that are
interesting for dependability analysis, then create its TT
combined with KT for construct the reduced Markov
graph by using the concept of MFS or MCV associate to
the TT combined with KT, which the case contain “All
states working” in the KT not simplified with adjacent
cases for deriving MFS as shown in table 3.
The Summary steps of our proposed approach are
given in the next section.

4

Steps of our proposed approach

Now we need to enumerate the steps of our proposed
approach of the dependability analysis as stated in
section 3, the first step of our proposed approach is the:
qualitative optimization.
Qualitative optimization steps: this step is based on
the output simplified expression (reduced to fewer terms)
deduced from the causality events of TT combined with
KT in order to generate automatically the MFS for
construct the RMG for quantitative optimization. The
summary steps of qualitative optimization are:
Step 1. Define the number (N) of components (Ci ) of the
system study (Ci = 1 to N).

Step 2. Start to build the Truth table of the system study,
If N the number of components you will have 2N possible
combinations
If the system is complex,
Make the TT of the parts of the system that are
interesting for dependability analysis by
identifying the all components of the part that are
leads to the feared state (to guide and facilitate the
search of feared state).
else
Identify all components of the system study for
dependability analysis and develop the TT.
Step 3. In TT begin from the initial state ‘’All_Ok’’
(correspond to all components of the system functioned
correctly (if the system is complex: all components of the
part of the system functioned correctly), then point out
all possible combinations state of components (each
components has two states ‘’working’’ or ‘’failed’’
therefore 2N possible combinations). In the context of
dependability put (1) for the good state (working state)
and (0) for failure state and generate the state function of
the system study.
Step 4. Convert TT to the KT and place 1s and 0s in the
squares according to the Truth table.
Step 5. In KT circle groups of cases adjacent that contain
1, but the case represents the initial state All_Ok (all
components of the system in good state), not simplified
with adjacent cases containing ones. Groups may be in
sizes that are power of 2: 20= 1, 21=2, 22=4, 23=8... 2N.
Step 6. From KT write the simplified output expression,
by grouping together adjacent cases containing ones.
The simplified output expression (reduced to fewer
terms) represents the minimal cut sets or minimal feared
scenario, this allows for modeling complex systems and
to find the dependencies between failures, which are
difficult to obtain with conventional dependability
methods [10], [25].
Step 7. From the minimal feared scenario we construct
the reduced Markov graph (RMG) for quantitative
optimization. If it is possible to find the simplified output
Boolean expression of the system study, from TT to its
minimal form (minimal cut sets), it is not necessary to
make the KT, then write the minimal feared scenario
(MFS) or minimal cut vector (MCV) associate to the TT,
and then construct directly the RMG to study the
quantitative dependability optimisation.
Also from the simplified output expression, we can
calculate the reliability system using probability
propagation techniques [6] as shown in section 3.1.2.
Quantitative Optimization steps: from the results
of qualitative optimization (MFS), reduced Markov
graph are modelled (quantitative optimisation) based on
minimal feared states, the states of RMG represented by
circles connected by lines and arrows indicating possible
transitions between the states. The transitions are
conditioned, as appropriate, by process failure or repair
entities down the intensity (failure rate or repair rate).
This allows the representation of state dependent
behaviour,
including
different
information
of
components of the system and permits to obtain various
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measurements from the same database modelling
(Reliability, Probability of feared scenario, security...).
A case study in the next section is presented to
illustrate the proposed approach.

4.1

Case study

In recent years, dependability and security is an
important design priority in the development and
advancement of modern technology and civilization.
Figure 5 show the modern automatic control system case
study used for controlling and maintaining a fluid at a
desired level [Vmin Vmax] in a tank controlled by computer
it is composed:
- Of a pump,
-Tree electrovalve EV1, EV2 and EV3, these
electrovalves have only two operating positions fully
open or fully closed.
-A tank controlled (according to order of the user Qout).
-A tank of draining.
-A sensor of level which provides an analogical
measurement of the level of fluid in the tank.
-A computer (CP) which decides, according to the value
of the volume delivered by the sensor to supply (or not)
the tank by feeding (or not) the electrovalve EV1.
The role of the computer is to simulate the volume (V) in
the tank in real time, and giving the order of opening or
closing to the tree electrovalves (EV1, EV2, and EV3).
The program that automatically the computer commands
the tree electrovalves (EV1, EV2 and EV3) is:
if V  Vmin
open EV1
if V  Vmax
close EV1
If EV1 blocked open and
V > Vmax
open EV2
if EV2 blocked close
open EV3
end
end
end
end
This system must avoid the overflow of the
controlled tank. According to the received information
from the sensor, if the volume in the controlled tank over
crosses Vmax (V > Vmax) the computer actuates the
electrovalves EV2 or EV3 of the system for draining the
controlled tank; if the sensor identify that the volume in
the controlled tank oversteps the upper limit Vmax and if
the EV2 (blocked close) is out of service (EV2_HS), the
EV3 it can be used to drain the controlled tank in the
tank of draining. If EV2_HS and EV3_HS, we consider
the overflow of the controlled tank.
In this work we consider that only the electrovalves
EV1, EV2, EV3 and computer (CP) can have failures
(EV1_HS, EV2_HS, EV3_HS and CP_F (computer
failed)) in the case of filing the controlled tank.

Figure 5: Case study.

4.2

Application of the proposed approach

By applying the method described in section 4, the first
step is the qualitative analysis optimization for deriving
MFS in order to identify the causal events leading to the
overflow of the controlled tank.

4.2.1

Qualitative analysis optimization

The qualitative optimization is based on the simplified
output expression (minimal cut sets) obtained from the
Boolean reduction of TT method combined with KT as
previously described in section 4. Our goal is to search
the combinations of component failures causing system
failure (overflow of the controlled thank).
For constructing the TT of case study we star with
the state of all components (All_OK) in the good
condition (EV1 EV2 EV3 CP) = (1111). Then we list all
combinations of operational and failure state of tree
electrovalves and computer (2N=4 = 16 combinations), so
we have the following table (Table 4).
EV1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

EV2
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

EV3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

CP
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

State Functioning (SF)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4: Truth table of case study.
In Truth Table the state (EV1 EV2 EV3 CP) =
(0000) represent the overflow of the system (SF = 0).
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In this work the aim of the qualitative optimization is to
determine the minimal cut sets (Minimal Feared State),
by using the KT for generate the minimal number of
feared state from TT. This is an efficient method to
compute the Minimal Feared State of the system study
based on the causality events of TT. So from the TT
(Table 4) we construct the KT as shown in table 5.
EV1 EV2
EV3 CP
00
01
11
10
This case represents the
failure state of EV1,
EV2, EV3 and CP
(EV1_HS,
EV2_HS,
EV3_HS and CP_F).

00

01

11

10

0

0

0

0

0
1
0

1
1
0

1
1
0

1
1
0

This case represents the
initial state All_OK:
(EV1_OK,
EV2_OK,
EV3_OK and CP_OK) not

simplified with adjacent
cases.

optimization. It is composed by a set of functional modes
and a set of transitions to which statistical information
regarding the system dynamics has been added.
This method permits the calculation of reliability or
availability of a repairable system or no with failure rates
to the constant values. It gives a representation of the
causes of failures and their combinations that lead to the
feared situation (overflow of the controlled tank), using
us here the Software Reliability Workbench [26] for
modelling the case study and for studies the quantitative
optimization.
Reliability Workbench is Isographs flagship suite of
reliability, safety and maintainability software.
So put the tree electrovalves and computer having a
repair rates μ= 0.2 h-1 and a failure rates are respectively:
λ= 0.02 h-1 for the tree electrovalves EV1, EV2 and EV3;
and λ=0.05 h-1 for the computer (CP).
Consequently from the results of qualitative analysis
(equation 11), by using the causality events of TT and
KT, we directly built the Reduced Markov Graph (RMG)
represented in software Reliability Workbench for
quantitative analysis as shown in figure 6.

Table 5: Karnaugh table of the case study.
From Karnaugh Table (see Table 5) we deduce the
minimized Boolean expression form (see equation 11):
MFS = EV 1 _ OK EV 2 _ OK EV 3 _ OK CP _ OK +
EV 1 _ HS EV 2 _ OK EV 3 _ HS CP _ OK +
EV 1 _ OK EV 3 _ HS CP _ OK +
EV 1 _ OK EV 2 _ HS CP _ OK +
EV 1 _ HS EV 2 _ OK CP _ OK +

(11)
3

EV 1 _ HS EV 2 _ HS EV 3 _ OK CP _ OK .

The minimal feared scenario (equation 11) deduced
from KT is used not only in the qualitative optimization
but in all the quantitative evaluations as well. The
description of a scenario as given previously (in section
3.5) can be represented by Markov Graph, this allow
drawing the reduced Markov Graph for quantitative
optimization studied in the next section where the cercal
are the events and the lines are the transition.

4.2.2

Quantitative analysis optimization

To study the dependability of the system controlled by
computer (case study), it is important, first, to model it.
Therefore, the first part of the methodology that we have
proposed is the qualitative analysis optimization which
will provide us with all the necessary information about
the operation and the dysfunction of the system study and
the causal events leading to the feared state.
Quantitative evaluations are most easily performed if
the minimal feared state is obtained. The aim of this
section is to complement our qualitative study by the
quantitative analysis based on the construction of
Markov Graph, which allows a limitation of the
combinatorial explosion [13], [14], [16], [17]. This graph
is directly constructed from the minimal feared states
(Reduced Markov Graph) obtained from qualitative

Figure 6: Reduced Markov Graph of case study.
The tops correspond to the states of the system. The
lines describe the transitions between these states and a
rate of transitions whose value is a constant theirs is
associated. The Reduced Markov graph represented in
figure (6) shows the event combinations leading to the
feared states (Overflow). This graph includes the
minimal failure sequences leading to the feared events.
The state All OK: all electro-valve and computer are in
the good condition.
The EV1_HS state: represents the failure of EV1
(EV1_HS) and EV2 and CP in good condition.
The EV2_HS state: represents the failure of EV2
(EV2_HS) and EV1, CP in good condition.
The EV3_HS state: represents the failure of EV3
(EV3_HS) and EV1, CP in good condition.
The state "EV1, EV2 HS": represents the failure of EV1
and EV2, and EV3, CP in good condition.
The state "EV1 and EV3 HS" represents the failure of
EV1 and EV3, and EV2, CP in good condition.
The state "CP_F" represents the failure of computer.
The state Overflow corresponds to the failures of EV1,
EV2, EV3 and CP ((EV1, EV2, EV3, CP) = (0000)), this
sequence represents the overflow of the controlled tank
(system state = 0).
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We have now defined the Reduced Markov Graph
and can now proceed to perform an analysis.
A direct simulation in software Reliability
Workbench, with 100 points and a lifetime of 450h, we
obtain the following results:
Figure 7 shows the reliability of the controlled tank.

L. Boucerredj et al.

From figure 9, we can see that at the time instant
t = 200h, 100h and 50h respectively the CFI of the
system equal: 0.011.
Figure 10 shows the probability of overflow of the
controlled tank.

Figure 10: Probability of overflow of the controlled tank.
Figure 7: Reliability of the controlled tank.
A simulation shows that at time 200h the reliability
of the controlled tank is: 0.11; at time 100h the reliability
equal 0.33 and at time 50h the reliability equal 0.57. We
can see that the reliability of the system depend on the
failure states of components; it decreases rapidly as the
number of failure components increases.
Figure 8, shows the Failure Frequency (FF) of
overflow of the controlled tank.

Figure 8: Failure frequency of the controlled tank.
Simulations show that at time 200h, FF of the system
is: 0.0012; at time 100h the FF equal 0.0036; and at time
50h the FF equal 0.0062.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of Conditional Failure
Intensity (CFI).

Figure 9: Conditional Failure intensity of the case study.

As Figure 10 shows, the probability of overflow of
the controlled tank is: 0.89 at time 200h; 0.67 at time
100h and 0.43 at time 50h.
As confirmed by the results of the simulations we
conclude that because the failure states of tree
electrovalves (EV1, EV2 and EV3) and computer (CP),
the probability of overflow of the controlled tank
increases rapidly with time.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a new approach for
optimizing the qualitative and quantitative analysis used
for dependability evaluation of modern intelligent
systems such as systems controlled by computer. The
first step of our proposed approach is the qualitative
analysis optimization, for deriving minimal feared
scenario based on causality events of Truth table
combined with Karnaugh table. It is a good tool to help
understand the system functioning process and we can
pick out the minimal feared scenario.
Karnaugh Table process is more orderly process
requiring fewer steps and always producing a minimum
expression (minimal feared state) for dependability
system. The combination of TT with KT presents two
advantages. On the one hand, it allows a reduction of the
feared state (minimal feared state), on the other hand,
with the simplified output expression (reduced to fewer
terms), we reduce the combinatorial explosion of the
number of states of the Markov Graph (construct the
RMG) for quantitative optimization. This allows for
modeling complex systems, and to find the dependencies
between failures. Reduced Markov graph permits the
representation of state dependent behaviour, including
different information of the nature of components
(electronic, sensor, software,...) and system reparation.
The quantitative evaluations are most easily performed if
the minimal feared scenario is obtained.
The advantage of reduced Markov graph lies in their
ability to take into account the dependencies between
components and the possibility to obtain various
measurements from the same database modelling
(Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Security...).

Qualitative and Quantitative Optimization for...

The simulation with Isograph Reliability Workbench
verifies the effectiveness of our approach.

6
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